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An industry perspective….

• Firstly, I am now in consultancy after a long career at Syngenta and its legacy 

companies

• Secondly, I feel that some SETAC-style industry ‘versus’ government/ regulatory 

talks have been pitched somewhat adversarially

• Ultimately, both “sides” are trying to use science, risk assessment and risk 

management to protect soil biodiversity

• Nevertheless, I am pleased to be asked to give the talk and share some 

thoughts; these are primarily with respect to pesticides but the concepts are 

applicable for other stressors
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Diagramatic from Workshop on Terrestrial Environmental Risk 
Assessment of Plant Protection Products: Non-target 
Arthropods and Soil Invertebrates (2018)
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Defining specific protection goals (EU)

In summary, the process is understood to involve…

• Process involving EU COM, EFSA and MS regulators

• Involves risk assessors and risk managers

• Being prioritised for various areas

• Timeline?
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Advancing environmental risk assessment of regulated 
products under EFSA's remit (EFSA, 2016)

• Authors: Yann Devos Helmut Gaugitsch Alan J. Gray Lorraine Maltby Jock 

Martin  Jeffery S. Pettis Jörg Romeis Agnès Rortais Reinhilde Schoonjans Joe 

Smith  Franz Streissl Glenn W. Suter II

• A long list of respected authorities in this area with a diverse set of backgrounds 

and geography

• References a lot of earlier work

• “protecting everything, everywhere, forever, is rarely, if ever, tenable…”

• Consider “environmental components to be protected- where, time period and 

maximum impact tolerated”
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Specific protection goals derived from ecosystem 
services approach e.g. Nienstedt et al. (2011)
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After Katarina Hedlund’s talk

Katarina is wishing for “what is there 

and what is it doing?”

When Santa Claus comes to me I also 

want to know “which of its attributes do 

we want to protect?; what is an 

acceptable size of effect?; over what 

time period?; over what spatial scale? 

How certain do we have to be of the 

effect measured?
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We do need a target….
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Tools for the tool box, arrows for the quiver…..
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studies

risk assessment

modelling, statistics
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Or you just get arrows everywhere…

Nevertheless

• We can consider organisms not already 

covered by current studies / assessment

• We can generate new methodologies

• We can review and improve established 

methodologies

• We can evaluate the accuracy of methods 

e.g. MDD analyses (mean detectable 

differences)

• We can work on approaches to extrapolate 

data to a wider range of situations to 

extrapolate better value from studies
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Feasibility

• The concept of measuring a small or negligible effect is aspirational

• This is particularly true for soil organisms where:

• There are high within and between plot variations e.g. clustering

• There are seasonal variations in numbers

• There can be vertical as well as horizontal movement

• Recent work on MDD analysis (mean detectable difference) shows fairly consistently 

across aquatic mesocosms, field earthworm and non- target arthropod studies that the 

maximum difference that can be reliably detected is around 50%
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Spatial scale

• In-field

• Off-field

• Landscape

• It seems reasonable to:

• Protect biodiversity at the landscape level

• Protect overall soil function within the field

• With an intermediate level of protection directly at the edge of field
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Conclusion

• A typical SETAC tri-partite group (government, academia and 

industry) can help provide solutions to the assessment scheme 

needs (research, studies, risk assessment, modelling)

• However, it is essential for the specific protection goals to be 

derived first so that the work can be targeted to fit the needs
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